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▼Detailed Features ■ Vast World A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and
huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. ■ Combine
Different Weapons Pick up a variety of weapons including swords, axes, maces, polearms, bows, and

shields to determine the play style that best fits your fighting style. ■ Dynamically Develop Your
Characters In addition to customizing the appearance of your character, you can freely combine the
weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. You can develop your character according to your play
style, such as increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or mastering magic. ■
Powerful Sword Attacks Have you ever wanted to crack your enemy’s skull with your sword? Then
get ready to swing your blade with the righteous might of the Elden Sword! Get rewarded with a
powerful attack at a critical time, and use the power of your sword to completely eliminate your

enemy. ■ Massive Boss Battles Get your hands on a number of massive bosses in huge dungeons
that will challenge you to your very limits. Defeat them, and you will earn Elden loot as a reward. ■

Adventurer’s Snack! Feed your hunger while exploring, at the campsite, or in towns and dungeons by
consuming food and drinks from your bag. ■ Fulfill the Fierce Desire of Combat and Magic! Through

the use of adaptable skills, you can combine weapons and armor to form your personal battle
strategy. You can also master the powerful magic of the Elden Ring and use it to exploit the true
potential of your character. ■ Challenge Other Users Online Have you ever wanted to battle with
other users to determine the fate of an entire region? The action in the online game is fast-paced,

and you are not constrained by time. However, stay safe by completing your daily quests. ■ Classic
Dungeons Get ready for classic dungeons that feature high difficulty and have a variety of exciting

enemy encounters. These dungeons often have large levels and contain great rewards. ABOUT
GRASSROOTS GAMING. Grassroots Gaming is a developer and publisher of interactive entertainment
software in the Japanese market. Our first game, ‘Fire Emblem: The Sacred Stones’ was released in
December 2012. Grassroots is dedicated to making games with strong narrative and a rich world,

and to bringing those games to Western markets. ABOUT ELEGANT GAMES.
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Features Key:
CREATE YOUR OWN CHARACTER As a character who wields the power of the Elden Ring, you can
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develop yourself in a variety of ways to become a powerful warrior, mage, or even scholar. You have
to master and combine different elements of a character to make them your own.

FLASHY BATTLE SYSTEM A vertically scrolling action, turn-based RPG where battles take place within
a single screen. Up to four characters can participate in a single battle, and for those who want to
avoid RNG (the strategy of skillfully placing commands before combat), battle settings have been

created to ensure fairness in the most difficult scenarios.
Endless Adventure - Explore the Lands Between Using the new concept of "worldmap grid", the open
world can be explored freely. Maps are designed to be engrossing with gorgeous backgrounds and a

variety of places to explore.
Many Outstanding Features

Epic and Free Crowdfunding Campaign

NEXT is an invite-only fundraising campaign for the development of the RPG game. The game is currently in
the development phase, and we are at the start of the campaign. We hope to make it interesting by tying
the four-month crowdfunding period to our mythological universe. With your help, we will save the world,
and fight for its justice. 

Features

Game theme:   The world beyond your dreams will be populated by an endless number of
monsters. To defeat these monsters, you need to build the power of the Elden Ring to win battles
from the beginning.
Crowdfunding period:   From August 17 to September 11, 2017.  We would like to deepen your
experience by creating an RPG game that will be worth your investment.
Promotion concept:   When the campaign starts, the game will feature the worldview of Norse
mythology.  You can also expect the development of foreshadowing elements.
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